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Michael Caulfield: Keynote Speaker + Q&A Host
Mindset • Leadership • Teams

Inspire your audience to achieve greater results with an energising and engaging
keynote delivered by one of the UK’s leading Sports Psychologists.
Michael is a sought-after keynote speaker at sport and business conferences across the UK. During his successful
25 year career he has supported some of the biggest names in global sport including Gareth Southgate, Sir AP McCoy,
as well as Premier League footballers, Olympic athletes, international cricketers and elite coaches.
Michael’s fascinating keynote sessions take your audience Inside the Mind of Champions® - revealing these exclusive
insights from the inner circle of topflight sport along with compelling research from neuroscience, communications
and performance psychology and translating the lessons into the context of your business.
The fusion of charismatic storytelling, infographics and video interview clips from respected sporting stars delivers
impact, emotion and clarity, guaranteed to inspire fresh thinking and focus across any organisation.

“Phenomenal delivery.”
Lawn Tennis Association

“Great talk - delivered with verve,
enthusiasm and humour.”

“Michael’s delivery is exceptional.”
Mogers Drewett

Girlings Solicitors
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Focused Topics
Each keynote is crafted specifically for your event, allowing themes and learning outcomes to be
aligned to your organisation’s key strategic challenges.

The Winning Mindset

Game-Changing Leadership

High Performing Teams

Deliver your personal best with

Learn the secrets of success from elite

Gain unique access inside the world’s

inspirational insights and practical tools

leaders in sport, the military and the

best teams to understand how they

from the world’s top performers.

performing arts.

sustain outstanding results.

Popular Topics:

Popular Topics:

Popular Topics:

Resilience and energy management

Become a world class coach

Six habits of high performing teams

Gold medal productivity

Managing and engaging top talent

From silos to collaboration

Performing under pressure

Decision making and ethics

Harnessing diversity

Seven secrets from women who win

Driving culture change

Developing agile and adaptable teams

Delivering your personal best

The future of performance management

Marginal gains and innovation

Pre / Post-Event Engagement
Consultancy, Workshops, Digital Content

Extended Sessions, Q+As, Special Guests

Sporting Edge go beyond traditional learning. With a wide

Our Q+A sessions are a fantastic way to kick-off, enhance or

range of consulting and digital content options, you can build

extend your event, with the option of inviting special guests such

momentum before your event and use our video content to

as sports personalities and thought leaders from the diverse

cascade and embed the key principles afterwards.

Sporting Edge network.
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Michael Caulfield: Biography

Michael is one of the leading speakers and facilitators in the

His background in elite sport and business has resulted in

UK. His refreshing delivery features the real life and often

him being trusted by some of the leading names in both

raw stories of high performers and their experiences through

disciplines. Michael is a registered sports psychologist

success and failure. With a compelling blend of science,

and has also completed a diploma in advanced training in

insight and humour, his powerful speeches resonate at both a

neuroscience for organisations and sport, with a particular

personal and organisational level.

emphasis on the demands of leadership.

Michael’s keynotes go beyond jargon and analysis to provide

Michael’s passion for keeping things simple and practical

compelling case studies and human stories which he

has earned him a reputation as a thought leader, speaker and

translates into simple strategies for executives to take their

Q & A host. His work has taken him to countries including

performance to the next level. Whether he is speaking about

Australia, New Zealand, Asia, Africa and major European cities

mental health, leadership or high performance cultures, his

to deliver enthralling keynotes to a variety of industries.

sessions leave a memorable impact.

He has developed and delivered leadership programmes for a
number of sectors and organisations such as BMW, Centrica,

During his successful 25 year career he has supported

NHS, and the MOD.

some of the biggest names in global sport including Gareth
Southgate, Sir AP McCoy, as well as Premier League teams

With the ability to energise and entertain while sharing his

and footballers, Olympic athletes, international cricketers and

insight on the psychology of success, Michael is a regular

elite coaches.

contributor to BBC Radio 5 Live, BBC News and Sky Sports.
He was formerly the Chief Executive of the Professional
Jockeys Association for 15 years and this balance of
experiences gives Michael a feel for the performance
requirements for business and sporting clients. Michael has
been a Trustee on the Injured Jockey’s Fund since 2013.

“Michael’s delivery was exceptional. His insightfulness
and experience seamlessly changed sporting stories or
analogies into business relevant topics. I was delighted
with the heightened energy and positivity that it created
within my leadership team.”
Steven Treharne — Managing Partner, Mogers Drewett
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About Sporting Edge
Sporting Edge is a high performance consultancy that supports leaders and
teams in elite sport and business.

Our unique learning framework takes you Inside the Mind of Champions®
— we’ve interviewed Olympic and Paralympic gold medallists, World Cup
winning coaches, Grand Slam tennis champions and F1 teams. Beyond sport,
we’ve also interviewed artistic directors, actors and military leaders. These
fascinating video insights are the foundation of our approach, and we’ve
translated their secrets into practical tools to fast-track your success.
From inspiring conference speeches and workshops to consulting and digital
content, our services will deliver results whether you’re in the dressing room
or the boardroom.

Inside the Mind of Champions®
T: +44 (0)1858 414 214
E: hello@sportingedge.com

W: sportingedge.com
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